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1

Introduction

1.1

The making of cubes and beams etc. for compression testing requires relatively small
quantities of fresh concrete and it is essential that this concrete be thoroughly mixed.
The concrete mixer is mobile and is designed for laboratory use to give efficient
mixing of both wet and dry materials.

1.2

The mixer head lifts clear to give maximum access to the machine and holds the
mixing blades at a constant depth during the mixing operation. The blades are easy
to adjust to suit different types and volumes of material to be mixed.

1.3

The mixing pan, which can be removed, is rotated by a turntable driven by an electric
motor via a reduction gearbox.

Figure 1

2

Installation
Mechanical noise
The mixer is such that the noise levels generated during operation may be
considered excessive.
It is the user’s responsibility to ensure that adequate safeguards to protect the
workforce are available, e.g. ear defenders, and that the machine is located in a
suitable position relative to the health and safety of operatives.
Connect mains cable to a suitable starter rated at 20A minimum for 240V or 30A
minimum for 110V.
Safety
Whilst mixing is in operation do not remove any covers or attempt to adjust any part
of the machine.
Ensure all moving parts are thoroughly secured before attempting any maintenance.
Ensure all appropriate measures are taken to protect the operator from excessive
noise.
See noise certificate (when supplied).
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Electrical safety
Warning: Before removing any covers or performing maintenance repair and service,
isolate from electrical supply. Where mains supply is required during these activities,
only competent persons should perform the work.
2.1

Check that the power supply is compatible with the requirements stated on the label
and connect in accordance with IEE regulations or to local requirements.
Local isolation of machine required.
It is advised that this machine be connected via a residual current device (not
supplied), and it should operate if earth leakage current exceeds 0.03 amps.
The power cable is coded as follows:
Brown wire
Blue wire
Green/Yellow wire

L
N
E

Live or Power
Neutral
Earth or Ground

Note: exercise extreme caution when using the machine with wet hands. Dry hands
before operating machine.
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Operation

3.1

The shaft of the rotating paddle is secured in position by a collar and split pin. The
height of the paddle is preset during manufacture and cannot be adjusted.

3.2

The height of each lifting paddle is adjusted by removing the split pin, raising or
lowering the shaft according to requirements, and re-inserting the split pin when the
hole in the shaft aligns with the location hole in the mixer head. Four holes in each
shaft provide different working heights for each paddle (Figure 2).

Pull to Release
Figure 2

Figure 3

3.3

The side scraper is retained by a collar and split pin. The height is fixed on assembly
and is not adjustable.

3.4

In very cold weather the oil in the gear unit will thicken and it is advisable to run the
mixer empty for a few minutes before starting the first mix of the day.

3.5

The manoeuvering handle locks in the raised position and must be lowered before
mixing. It is lowered by disengaging the spring loaded locating plunger on the left
hand side of the frame (Figure 3).

3.6

Raise the mixer head after disengaging the spring loaded handle situated on the right
hand side of the frame (Figures 4 & 5).
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Pull to Release

Figure 4
Figure 5
Important: switch the machine off and allow pan to stop before lifting cover.
Do not move the machine with mixer head raised.
3.7

Load the pan with materials. To prevent over loading, the maximum depth of mix
should be about 220 mm even though the pan is 330 mm deep, i.e. two thirds full.

3.8

Lower the mixing head and push the paddles down into the mix. Switch on the motor
and with the spring loaded handle withdrawn maintain a downward pressure until the
plunger can be located into its hole.

3.9

When mixing is completed, switch off the motor. When pan is stationary, the mixer
head can be raised.

3.10

Turn the handwheel on the side of the mixer to tilt the pan to empty the mixed
materials (Figure 6).

Driving dogs
& holes

Figure 7
Figure 6
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3.11

When returning the pan to its operational position and before re-loading ensure that
the driving dogs on the turntable are correctly located in the holes in the underside of
the pan (Figure 7).

3.12

When all mixing is completed, wash the mixer down with plenty of water to remove all
traces of mix residue especially from the pan and paddles. As the motor is to IP55
standards, (dust and water jet protected), a low pressure hose spray may be used
for washing the mixer, where conditions allow this. Disconnect from the mains before
washing down. Leave machine to dry before reconnecting to mains.
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Maintenance

4.1

Gear units are sealed for life and require no further maintenance.

4.2

Daily (when in use)

4.2.1

Grease vertical shafts and all pivots after washing down.

4.2.2

Where the mixer is only used intermittently, ensure all moving parts and bright steel
parts are adequately greased to inhibit corrosion.

4.3

Every three months.

4.3.1

Check tightness of all nuts, screws etc.

4.3.2

Clean and grease the pan tilting rack and pinion mechanism.

4.3.3

Some discolouring of the bright parts is expected and will not affect the action of the
mixer.
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